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Abstract
When examining Stupid Fucking Bird, it is important to recognize that it is a deconstructed
adaptation of Chekhov’s The Seagull. Aaron Posner’s, Stupid Fucking Bird, shakes up
Chekhov’s old form with something new and, perhaps, more relevant than its original form.
The thesis includes a detailed analysis of the production process and post-production
analysis of Stupid Fucking Bird written by Aaron Posner and directed by Margaret Tonra at
UNO, October 2021-February 2022.

Keywords: Directing, deconstruction, adaptation, Chekhov, Posner, The Seagull, Stupid
Fucking Bird, metatheatre
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Introduction
The art of directing is not for the faint of heart. It requires several different skill sets,
self-discipline, flexibility, empathy, and a deep passion for storytelling. One of my reasons
for pursuing a graduate degree in directing was to continue to define my personal
methodology, theory, and process of telling a story.
This thesis examines Stupid Fucking Bird, Aaron Posner’s modern adaptation of
Chekhov’s The Seagull through the comparison of the Curt Columbus translation of the
original play. An analysis will be made of this adaptation through an examination of the
play’s themes, the playwright’s writing style, the play’s genre, the play’s production history
and audience response.
This thesis surveys many different influences in theory that have inspired my own
methodology of communication, exploration, and implementation in the rehearsal process.
The research includes the works of Declan Donnelan, Peter Brook, Michael Shurtleff, Liz
Lerman, David Ball, bell hooks, John Truby, Russel Reich, Sonia Moore, Elia Kazan, Judith
Weston and how the ideas of these artists have influenced my production process in areas
such as organization, casting, script analysis and collaborating with actors and the
production team.
The thesis includes a detailed analysis of the production process for the stage
production of Stupid Fucking Bird by Aaron Posner. I describe my connection to The Seagull
and Stupid Fucking Bird. I reflect on the journey of rehearsing the play by examining my preproduction, casting and rehearsal process. I examine how the directing concepts, organizing
principle, and design metaphor used in the process affected the approach to the work. I
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present choices made for this production and why they were made. I examine the character
development of the protagonist Con. I reflect on challenges, opportunities, and significant
moments in the process of rehearsing this play.
In the post-production analysis, I examine ways in which the production was
successful and why. I reflect on the production process and explore ways in which I can
grow as a leader and collaborator. I examine parts of the production I felt we could have
improved in relation to directing, design and acting choices.
The appendix includes pictures from the 1898 Moscow Art Theatre production of
The Seagull, images from the design team, production images from the 2022 production of
Stupid Fucking Bird, and a copy of the director’s script.
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Style and Genre: Relevance and Effectiveness of a Deconstructed Text
Stupid Fucking Bird is a deconstructed adaptation of Chekhov’s The Seagull. Chekhov
revolutionized the way we think about theatre and storytelling. His life’s work affected
playwrights, directors, actors, and educators alike. There is great merit in doing original
work. There is also great merit in revisiting a classic work of literature and adapting it from
the original text. Humankind has been adapting stories for centuries. Throughout history,
we can find common themes that cross cultures and repeat themselves. Adaptation of
classic work has long been a popular attempt of playwrights throughout the ages to
deconstruct the original text and reconfigure the world of the play with the influences of
their imagination, personal history, and the current reality of the audience.
What makes an adaptation of an original work relevant and effective? Do
adaptations bring us an appreciation for the original while giving us new insight into an old
story? This section of my thesis explores Aaron Posner’s modern adaptation of Chekhov’s
The Seagull through the comparison of the Curt Columbus translation of the original play.
An analysis is made of this adaptation through an examination of the play’s themes, the
playwright’s writing style, the play’s genre, the play’s production history and audience
response.
The theatre is a perfect place to explore the human condition. Anton Chekhov wrote
honestly about ordinary people. One reason Chekhov continues to be revisited is because
the themes the playwright explores are universal struggles that modern audiences can still
relate to today. The themes in Stupid Fucking Bird are the same as the themes in the
original: the struggle to find love and the struggle to find the purpose of life and art. Posner
believes Chekhov’s stories are universally relevant because, “they tell big stories about the
small movements of our hearts and lives. His territory is territory we all recognize. It is full of
3

everyday dilemmas and crises. What if we don’t get the person we love to love us the way
we need them to? What if our family is driving us insane? What if our work fails to express
our inmost souls? What if we can’t get what we truly feel we need to make us happy? These
are the questions he is asking. And I think nearly everyone can relate to these kinds of
questions in one way or another” (Posner, Telling the Truth: An Interview with Aaron
Posner). Posner took these universal questions that the play asked and explored them
through his own lens. The result is a play that has characters similar to the original but are
also different. In a similar Chekhovian style, the characters are self-absorbed and trying to
find validation for their existence.
Con doesn’t just want to be a successful artist, she**i feels that her purpose is to
create theatre that is new and effects change in the world. “New forms of theatre that can
actually make you feel like living better or fuller. New forms that open up new possibilities,
new ways of being in the world,” (Posner, Stupid Fucking Bird 23). Con wants her work to
reflect the change that she hopes to see. In an interview with John Langs, Aaron Posner
stated that he identifies most with the character Con, “and (his) desire of making a real
difference in the world” (Posner, An Interview with Aaron Posner). Con is not the only
character that expresses a deep dissatisfaction with the world and hopes that it will change.
The character Mash exemplifies the existential theme of trying to understand the
purpose of life through song. After Con tries to shoot herself in the head and misses, Mash
sings a song that captures her existential feelings, “No two days are quite the same/ But
every one of them is an unwinnable game/ They start in pain and end far worse than when
they came/ What could be harder than life?” (Posner, Stupid Fucking Bird 12). Like the

i

**The feminine pronoun is used for Con because in this production a female was cast in the role of
Con in Stupid Fucking Bird. More about this choice follows in the chapter on the production process.
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original, Mash ends up marrying Dev (Medvedenko in The Seagull) and having children with
him. Unlike the original, Mash seems to be changed in a positive way by parenthood. Posner
said about Mash and Dev at the end of play, “They gain humanity, and acceptance, and a
wider view of the world through the addition of children into their lives” (Posner, An
Interview with Aaron Posner). Posner's perspective was influenced by his own child that
was born when he wrote the play.
In this adaptation, Sorn is a doctor who is compassionate toward other characters
but lost in knowing the purpose of life. “In the midst of the most mundane of morning
ablutions—I wonder...Why go on? Why walk out the door and into the day and do...all the
things I do. And you know why I do it? Do you? Do you? Nor do I, my friends, Nor do I...”
(Posner, Stupid Fucking Bird 51). Sorn struggles with knowing the purpose of his existence.
He observes the other characters trying to make their way through their complicated love
relationships and he often comments how much feeling everyone has around him. The last
act is set on Sorn’s sixtieth birthday, and he admits that he never really wanted to be a
doctor. He expresses the desire to feel authentic and that “Most days I feel like I’m....well,
like I’m performing. Like I’m playing a role in my own life. The role of me,” (Posner, Stupid
Fucking Bird 68). Sorn’s sentiments are in line with the existential questions that Chekhov’s
characters explore.
The theme of unrequited love is the central driving plot point for all of the characters
except for Sorn. The characters’ struggles are expressed through dialogue, monologues and
in group scenes where the characters talk to the audience and express their inner desires. “I
just want to be loved...I just want a hug, really....I just want to hurt less... I just want to
shine!” (Posner, Stupid Fucking Bird 40). Posner has deconstructed the play so that
unrequited love is the underlying pulse in every scene.
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When asked about his adaptation, Posner responded, “I didn’t ‘keep’ anything, per
se. While my play is built on the bones of Chekhov’s play, there are no words from his play
in my play. The characters and situations are certainly recognizable, but the characters are
more like cousins, maybe, of the original characters in The Seagull. It is Chekhov’s
playground, but it is my play. I use his amazing play as a jumping off place, but I wrote the
scenes I wanted to see and explored the characters I was most interested in. The characters
and moments that I did not find compelling I let slip away. I let go of all the things that felt
of another time and place. I wrote only about those things where I had a strong personal
connection and something to really say” (Posner, Telling the Truth: An Interview with Aaron
Posner).
Chekhov revolutionized the theatre by writing in a style that was true to life and
rooted in Realism. Realism was a historical shift in writing style, “in its attempts to recreate
actual life on stage in a manner that employed the details and routines of daily dress
speech, environment, and situations” (Greenwald et al. 34). “In a letter to a friend, Chekhov
defined his theatrical purpose: ‘Let the things that happen on stage be just as complex and
yet as simple as they are in real life. For instance, people are having a meal at a table, just
having a meal, but at the same time their happiness is being created or their lives are being
smashed up.’ …. Chekhovian plays are frequently considered “anticlimactic” because they
do not build to a traditional climax and a resolution of the conflict. As so often happens in
life, characters continue in their ignorance, trapped by their own inertia. Sadly, they are
unable to change in a world that is changing rapidly…. Rather than place an audience’s
emotional investment in a single character, Chekov diffuses the sympathetic response to
distance audiences from the dramatic action they can see the folly (comic response) of the
frustrated, nearly tragic lives of his characters. For this reason, Chekhov’s plays are
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customarily designated as tragicomedies. With their lack of discernable action, the absence
of either the traditional comedic or tragic ways, Chekhov’s dramas are in Francis Ferguson’s
estimation, ‘the closest to the reality of the human situation’” (Greenwald et al. 41).
When talking about other writers Chekhov said, “ ‘The best of them are realists and
depict life as it is, but because every line they write is permeated, as with a juice, by a
consciousness of an aim, you feel in addition to life as it is, also life as it should be, and it is
that that delights you’… By the end of the 1880’s, Chekhov had already formed the opinion
that “A play ought to be written in which people come and go, dine, talk of the weather, or
play cards . . . because that is what happens in real life. Life on the stage should be as it
really is and the people, too, should be as they are and not stilted” (Mambrol).
The definition and social understanding of Realism have changed over time. An 1898
performance of The Seagull might not be considered to be realistic today because “Each
generation defines the term from its perspective and value systems” (Greenwald et al. 34).
Posner’s adaptation makes the script realistic for our modern world by updating character’s
perspectives, value systems and language.
Aaron Posner’s writing style uses contemporary vernacular that is true to life in our
modern world. From the title of the play, Stupid Fucking Bird, the audience is immediately
aware of Posner’s irreverent use of language. Posner, like Chekhov, writes characters
dialogue that is true to life. The dialogue is short, quick and the characters talk over one
another like we do in reality. Posner writes about the characters, “In this odd little world,
more so than in Chekhov, everyone is actively grappling for the best way to express
themselves nearly all the time, to give words to their frustrations, hopes, passions, and
desires. Therefore, words often come tumbling out before the thoughts are entirely formed.
Everyone thinks relatively quickly. Contemplative is not our friend. The way the actors
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engage with the text and with each other should be fierce and visceral” (Posner, Stupid
Fucking Bird 7). There is less opportunity for subtext in Posner’s play compared to Chekhov’s
because Posner’s characters are actively trying to express themselves in the heat of the
moment. They may not always be successful and sometimes they contradict themselves or
regret what they say, but they seem to have a clearer understanding of their needs and
desires than Chekhov’s characters. They break through the bars of Realism and express their
needs, desires and fears using raw and honest language. Posner’s version blurs the lines
between reality and theatricality.
The Seagull is a play rooted in Realism, and Posner’s play adapts it to a
metatheatrical form. By taking a story that was originally written in a realistic form and
placing the characters in a metatheatrical world, Posner highlights the illusions of art and
reality. Stuart Davis said about metatheatre, “It may present action so alien, improbable,
stylized, or absurd that we are forced to acknowledge the estranging frame that encloses a
whole play. It may, on the other hand, break the frame of the forth wall of conventional
theatre, reaching out to assault the audience or to draw it into the realm of the play. It mayby devices like plays within plays, self-consciously theatrical characters, and commentary on
the theatre itself -- dwell on the boundaries between illusion or artifice and reality within a
play, making us speculate on the complex mixture of illusion and reality in our ordinary
experience” (Davis).
The genre of the play is a meta-theatrical dark comedy, one of the things that is
distinct about Stupid Fucking Bird compared to The Seagull. The characters in this play are
aware of their own theatricality. Posner wrote, “The characters are ‘real’ people. They are
also characters in a play. They should all be fully invested in the reality of their lives in the
play; and the stakes are high and deadly serious. At the same time, they know that they are
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in a play, that there is an audience out there, etc., etc. There is no ‘real life’ equivalent to
this theatrical reality, no matter how much the actors might want there to be one. There is
simply more than one reality going on at a time,” (Posner, Stupid Fucking Bird 7). In this
play, the characters often break the fourth wall and acknowledge that they are in an
adaptation. “A play like this one with seven actors is practically unproducible. If we weren’t
a.... whatever... a a a deconstruction... a rip off of a classic- we probably wouldn’t be here
right now, you know?”(Posner, Stupid Fucking Bird 26).
The presence of Chekhov’s image in the play is a meta-theatrical symbol that
acknowledges that these characters sprung from the imagination of Chekhov. These
characters cannot live without the playwright’s presence. It is from Chekhov that these
characters first originated, and it is from Aaron Posner’s re-imagining that they exist now.
Stupid Fucking Bird keeps the comedic elements but is less tragic than The Seagull
because Con doesn’t take her life in the end. The f-bomb dropped in the title of the play is a
window into the irreverent dark comedic nature of the piece. The characters use humor to
cope with their dissatisfaction with life and suffering. Even in the middle of Nina’s
breakdown, Posner inserts comedic elements like Nina’s, “You shouldn’t shoot the things
you love. That should be on a T-shirt. You shouldn’t shoot the Things You Love” (Posner,
Stupid Fucking Bird 72). The requirements to make the genre of this story are rooted in the
acting. The actors need to be grounded in the naturalistic text and have a sense of humor.
To capture the comedic nature of the text the pacing should be rapid and fluid.
Posner’s adaptation works because he leans into the themes and strips away excess
characters and subplots. Cutting down the characters helps to clarify character relationships
and specify individual character journeys for a modern audience. Characters like Dev and
Sorn have clearly defined character arcs and opportunities to change, which is different
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from the original. Changes, like Mash and Dev being Con’s old friends, give a detail to the
given circumstances that root their relationship in a historical past. Having fewer characters,
Posner explores moments that the characters share that were not in the original. For
example, Mash and Nina have a scene together when in the original they hardly interact.
Mash’s resentment for Nina is clear and Nina has a breakthrough moment where she tells
Mash, “Can I just say...fuck you and your little black cloud! I didn’t do anything to you ever.
Not ever! You can star in your own little lovelorn tragedy until the end of time and wear,
you know, sackcloth and ashes on your soul, but the universe is not out to get you and no
one here has DONE anything to you (especially me), and I think you know that, and if I were
you I would get my head out of my my ass and take a good look around and and and you
know... make some fresh choices!!!” (Posner, Stupid Fucking Bird 34). These added
moments give us more insight into the characters in a new and effective way for a
contemporary audience.
Another reason Stupid Fucking Bird is effective at engaging an audience is because it
does not remain in the realm of realism. The setting of the play is simultaneously a lakeside
home/outdoor theatre and a theatrical playing space where the actors are onstage most of
the play. “The actors who are not in the primary scene are very likely on stage a good deal
of the time, around the periphery, playing music, eating, watching, etc.” (Posner, Stupid
Fucking Bird 7). This metatheatrical style makes this adaptation distinctly unique.
Posner has deconstructed The Seagull and reconfigured the world of the play with a
modern twist. One reason a modern audience can connect with this version is because it
makes references that are relevant to the time. The playwright encourages parts of the
script to be changed so that written references like “Cirque Du Soleil” or “Daniel Day Lewis”
be altered to make it relevant to whatever time or location the show is performed.
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Posner’s adaptation is an interesting adaptation because it honors the themes of the
original Chekhov play but has a unique metatheatrical style. Posner draws us into a world
that is both Chekhovian and contemporary.
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Theory and Methodology
The role of the director
What is the role of the director? The director must make sure the play is ready by
opening. This means organizing a group of people under a common goal and vision to tell a
particular story. But the role of the director is much more. A director should be able to
interpret a script and find the competing values that the playwright presents. A director
must build excitement and understanding for the acting and design team, fomenting
cohesive collaboration in presenting the playwright’s intentions. A director should use
psychology, sociology and history to communicate human nature and connect with the
audience. A director should have an artist’s passion for the process and a curiosity about the
unknown. A director must be imaginative and have an endless willingness to see problems
as puzzles. A director optimally needs to be self-disciplined, organized and have the ability
to communicate and lead a group of people.
Russell Reich in Notes on Directing compares the role of the director to that of an
obstetrician. “You are not the parent of this child we call the play. You are present at its
birth for clinical reasons, like a doctor or a midwife. Your job most of the time is simply to do
no harm. When something does go wrong, however, your awareness that something is awry
- and your clinical intervention to correct it - can determine whether the child will thrive or
suffer, live or die” (Reich 9). In Tips: Ideas for Directors Jon Jory mentors directors with a set
of tools and advice from his own experience: “The director delivers the story of the play
clearly, evocatively, and emotionally to the audience using theatrical means. The director
assists the actor in framing character and relationship so that the narrative’s points are
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made. The director reveals meaning in the text based on the author’s intent and his or her
own response to the play. The director melds the visual world of the play and the intended
meaning to give the audience a complete experience. The director assures a creative
atmosphere for the work and manages his time to create the best result. The director,
designers, and actors are a creative team with clear collaborative goals. Everything else is
rehearsal” (Jory xvi). These ideas from Russel Reich and Jon Jory were impactful to my
process from pre-production through rehearsal and into opening night.
The process of forming a methodology should never be set in stone but it should be
an evolutionary working practice. A director that approaches all work in the same way
would be living in the realm of “deadly theatre” (Brooks 9). Liz Lerman in Hiking the
Horizontal stated the importance of being nimble in the creative process. “Nimbleness is
swift brain work moving between forms, images, disciplines and problems that aren’t
problems but puzzles” (Lerman 288). Every show is a different puzzle waiting to be solved.
Every show asks for something different. The director should be able to evaluate what a
particular show needs in order to decide what methodology and approach to use. In past
productions I have used a variety of methods depending on the needs of the play. In Fool for
Love, for example, I utilized Stanford Meisner’s methods of repetition to help the actors
deepen their listening. In Eurydice we explored Commedia Dell’arte and flocking - an
improvisation where actors mirror each other’s movements in a group - with the ensemble
to deepen their connection to their physicality. In Stupid Fucking Bird we used Anne Bogart’s
viewpoints like tempo, duration, kinesthetic response, repetition, gesture, architecture in
relation to space, and spatial relationships to help the actors connect to the space and their
inner impulses.
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Methodology on love and passion.
In Teaching to Transgress, bell hooks said about love and passion in the classroom,
“To restore passion into the classroom or to excite it in the classrooms where it has never
been, professors must find again the place of eros within ourselves and together allow the
mind and body to feel and know desire” (hooks 199). I believe the same is true for directing;
directors must bring love, passion, and eros to the process in order to inspire a desire for
the best potential that the work can become. Bringing one’s full loving self to the process
takes heightened self-awareness. The mood and demeanor of a director affects the whole
room. To keep up the morale of the group a director must continually renew their own
passion and commitment to the work. It is always my hope as a director to inspire and
encourage individuals to be accountable for their own artistic process.
All of the participants in a production, actors and audience alike, bring to the event
their own history of love and passion; of disappointments and happiness. As the director, I
tried to help the actors connect these ideas to the audience. “A theater is not only a literal
place, but also a space where we dream together; not merely a building, but a space that is
both imaginative and collective. Theater provides a safe frame within which we can explore
dangerous extremities in the comfort of fantasy and the reassurance of a group. If every
auditorium were razed to the ground, theater would still survive, because the hunger in
each of us to act and to be acted to, is genetic. This intense hunger even crosses the
threshold of sleep. For we redirect, perform and witness performances every night - theater
cannot die before the last dream has been dreamt.” (Donnellan 1).
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Methodology on text analysis
The first step of the work for the director, detailed text analysis, is mostly invisible
and unseen by the actors, design team and audience because it happens before we all meet.
The art of directing should not be about personal gain or validation, instead a director
should, “serve the play by serving others, particularly the playwright, the actors, and the
audience. Ask yourself what do I have to give to this play? What right do I have to take this
audience's time and money? What am I giving to this audience that makes their investment
in this work worthwhile to them?” (Reich 14).
The invisible work of the director is to prepare for the production process. As the
director, I prepared to talk about what this play was about, whose story we were telling,
what these characters desired, what were the important moments in the play, how the
characters were different from each other and what the conflict was about . An unprepared
director is unable to communicate with and lead the actors and production team. Jon Jory
wrote that, “the entire production process is the delivery system for the meaning of the
play” (Jory 242). In order to support the design team and the actors, the director should
thoroughly understand the meaning of the play through in-depth text analysis.
It is the job of the director to honor the text. The foundation of the work starts with
a detailed script analysis which is an important step before inferences and interpretation are
applied. When working on the script, I began the process with rereading the script myself
several times. Russell Reich in, Notes on Directing, emphasizes the importance of rereading
the script and saying it out loud before the first table read. David Ball wrote “The theatre
artist who perceives little on the page puts little on the stage” (Ball 4). The work of text
analysis guides the interpretation of the script for plot, characters, visual metaphors,
15

movement, tempo and other images that the work inspires. As the director, I analyzed how
the given circumstances affected the characters. I identified how characters changed or
didn't change throughout the story. Sonia Moore wrote that, “The director must see that
the idea of the entire play, as well as every thought in each scene and in each phrase of the
author’s text, is brought to maximum concreteness and clarity” (Moore 75). The process of
breaking down a script, finding actions, and dissecting the characters assisted me in guiding
the actors through the process of their own analysis.
After a detailed script analysis I was ready to lead the actors in table work. “Actors
and the director must go through a process similar to that of the playwright, completing the
life of each character in order to understand the thoughts and feelings that dictate the
characters’ words. They must understand the subtext” (Moore 75). For Stupid Fucking Bird I
used methods from David Ball’s Backwards & Forwards to breakdown the “triggers and
heaps” that occur throughout the play. “An action is comprised of two events: a trigger and
a heap. Each heap becomes the next action’s trigger, so that actions are like dominoes
toppling one into the next. Sequential analysis means following the play domino by domino
from start to finish” (Ball 14). Every play is a series of actions. David Ball’s techniques to
analyze the causes and effects of events throughout the play help to understand the
connection between actions. While doing table work with the actors, I used this method by
starting the second read through with the second half of act three. Starting at the end helps
us to understand what is required to make the journey from the beginning. David Ball
wrote, “Sequential analysis of actions is most useful when done backwards: from the end of
the play back to the start. It is your best insurance that you understand why everything
happens” (Ball 18). Also, Russell Reich wrote, “Realize that the end is in the beginning….the
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outcome is inevitable and inherent in the opening moment and in every moment in
between…The audience, if they choose, will see every element was essential; every moment
from the first to the last contributed to the final resolution or explosion” (Reich 6).
David Ball explores dramatic texts from the perspective that characters are trying to
do and say things to get what they want and to change the obstacles in their way. John
Truby shares a similar idea of dramatic conflict in his book The Anatomy of a Story. For
Stupid Fucking Bird, I used John Truby’s steps as a way of further examining the
protagonist’s, Con’s, journey from the beginning to the end of the play. In the following
section I present a script analysis of Stupid Fucking Bird using Jon Truby’s 7- step structure,
Sonia Moore’s Stanislavski System, and my own interpretation of the play’s breakdown. I
discuss character development and explore the psychological significance that was
considered in the interpretation and approach to the story.
Script Analysis - Jon Truby’s 7 Step Structure ii
WEAKNESS AND NEED
According to Truby, the character’s weaknesses are their character flaws that are
making their lives difficult. In a tragedy these flaws can result in the destruction of the
hero’s life or world. Aristotle believed that the concept of tragic flaw was an important
element in tragedy. “In Poetics, Aristotle used the term hamartia to refer to the innate
quality that leads a protagonist towards his or her own downfall” (Prahl). Con’s weakness is
that she** is stuck in the “trance of unworthiness”. The trance of unworthiness was a

ii

**The feminine pronoun is used for Con because in this production a female was cast in the role of
Con in Stupid Fucking Bird. More about this choice follows in the chapter on the production process.
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psychological human weakness that I researched through Tara Brach’s book Radical
Acceptance before the rehearsal process began. It is human nature to struggle with
thoughts and the fear of not being “enough”. Con is in a constant state of suffering because
she cannot escape her own feelings of unworthiness. I discussed the psychology of these
characters with the actors so that they could have a safe way in and out of character
without getting psychologically attached to the character’s suffering.
“The need is what the hero must fulfill within himself in order to have a better life. It
usually involves overcoming his weaknesses and changing or growing, in some way” (Truby
40). The character know what they need until the end of the play when they have a selfrevelation (or don’t). Truby divides a character’s needs into two categories: psychological
needs, which involve how the character is hurting themselves and moral needs, which
involve how the character is hurting others. Con’s psychological need is to let go of Nina.
Con’s moral need is to let go of the past and the narrative that she is chained to. The
problem is, Con cannot change her love for Nina or escape the narrative that Chekhov
wrote.
DESIRE
What the character desires is different from what they need. The primary
protagonist of the play is Con because it is her desire that shapes the story. Jon Truby
described this desire as being “the outside goal of the character” that the audience can also
identify at the beginning of the play (Truby 44). Identifying the character’s “super-objective”
is another way of thinking about desire because the super-objective is the primary goal that
the character wants to achieve. In The Stanislavski System, Sonia Moore emphasizes the
importance of finding a character’s super-objective. “The super-objective, which is the
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essence of the play, must guide the director and the interpretation of characters and events.
With the super-objective an actor weaves the idea of the author into the theatrical
performance. The super-objective is the basic stimulus of a creative process; the theatrical
form and the written form and the written play should unite through a continual fertilization
play of each other in the process of building a performance” (Moore 49).
Con has two burning desires that the audience can identify at the beginning of the
play. Her first super-objective is to create new forms of theatre “that can actually make you
feel like living better or fuller of MORE” (Posner, Stupid Fucking Bird 26). This superobjective is what makes Posner’s play different from Chekhov’s. Con’s “new play” is Stupid
Fucking Bird but it’s not a new form of theatre and it might not help an audience to feel
better. She isn’t able to achieve her dream. Con’s second super-objective is tied to the
original character Konstantine. Con wants to be with Nina because she believes it is her
purpose in life. Con’s desire drives her throughout the play.
Most teachings emphasize that a character in a play can have only one superobjective. I believe that Con has two equally important super-objectives. This is possible
because of the metatheatrical style of the play. Con, as the character, has a super-objective
but Con, as the writer of the play, also has a super-objective.
OPPONENT
Con’s first opponent is Trig. Con and Trig both want the same thing. They are
obsessed and plagued with the itch to create art that is new. They both want the attention
of Nina. They both want validation from Emma. This makes them perfect opponents. Two
writers in pursuit of the same thing.
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Con’s main opponent is Nina because Con is fighting for Nina’s love. Nina is
constantly preventing Con from being able to achieve her goal. Nina is also a “mystery
opponent” because she is the most difficult one to change. Con is unable to change Nina
and make her love her.
Con’s “best” opponent is Chekhov. “The best opponent is the necessary one: the
character best able to attack the great weakness of your hero. Your hero will be forced
either to overcome that weakness and grow or else be destroyed” (Truby 283). Con
wouldn’t be in this situation if it wasn’t for Chekhov. The story of her life has already been
written and she desperately wants to change the narrative. She wants this play to change
people's lives and she doesn’t want to die.
PLAN
“The plan is the set of guidelines, or strategies, the hero will use to overcome the
opponent and reach the goal” (Truby 47). Con’s first revelation is that Nina is losing interest
in her and she realizes that it is killing her. In order to change the ending she must do
something to regain Nina’s love and so she asks the audience for advice. Love is illogical, so
whatever advice the audience gives will work for Con’s next move. Con decides to kill a bird
as a symbol of her love. Con’s motivation is her inability to forget the love they once had.
She wants to understand why Nina has changed and “for things to be like I always imagined
they could be” (Posner, Stupid Fucking Bird 41). When Nina rejects her, Con’s plan is to take
her own life. But does she really want to die?
BATTLE
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“The battle is the funnel point of the story. Everything converges here” (Truby 300).
Another way of interpreting battle is the climax. I interpret that the final battle starts at the
end of the scene “A Seagull”, when Con makes one final attempt to be with Nina. “Stay with
me. Let me love you. Let me take care of you. I could do that. I could be really good at that.
That’s why I was put here” (Posner, Stupid Fucking Bird 74). Nina leaves and the battle
continues. Now, Con is faced with the reality of taking her own life but she isn’t ready and
she rebels against Chekhov’s narrative. Dev interrupts her and Con makes the self-revelation
that, “She’s never going to love me... is she? Not ever, right ? Oh, God, I’m so fucked”
(Posner 76).
SELF-REVELATION
Con knows why she shoots herself but her moral dilemma is that no one’s life will
change because of it. Her final self-revelation happens when Con realizes that she has the
power to change the narrative. She doesn’t have to kill herself or let her life be determined
by the past. She stops the play.
NEW EQUILIBRIUM
The other characters share with the audience what happens to them when the play
ends and for the most part their lives improve. They achieve a new level of stasis. Con is at a
lower level than when the play began and is about to take her own life but she makes the
decision to stop the play. The audience is left with the image of her still alive. Perhaps her
life will get better. Suicide is often coupled with circumstance. Perhaps her circumstances
will change. Perhaps.
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An actor’s director
I have been developing my methodology for working with actors for years. I started
my exploration of theatre through the lens of acting and have formulated an approach that
is a combination of different theories and methodologies. I would consider myself an actor’s
director because I communicate through the lens of an actor. “A director who knows acting
technique is likely to be more patient than others because he knows what is easy and what
is difficult for an actor. Work with actors is the important part of the director’s task of
creating a performance; his guidance should help the actor even in future work in other
plays” (Moore 73-74). My past training and work as an actor, as well as my teaching and
directing experience, have shaped my own method of communicating with actors. In this
production, it was my goal to bring out the potential of the actors without “result direction”.
In, Directing Actors, Judith Weston writes “Directors, who tend to feel that their resultoriented ideas are very exact, may be aware that actors- who want to please the director
but need to make playable choices- can experience result directions as vague, general, and
confusing instead of specific and clear” (Weston 2). Instead, of using result-oriented
direction I tried to guide the actors using actions, images, given circumstances, and
imaginary “what if’s”.
Every actor is different. They are individual human beings with different ways of
thinking and learning. “The director must sense an actor’s individuality and be able to create
the whole with various individualities” (Moore 74). Some actors are instinctive and lead with
the heart and some actors like to rationalize and lead with the head. Some actors are
connected more to their voice and others to their body. Most actors want to do a good job
at performing and at times get in their own way. An actor’s director will attempt to discover
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the unique approaches or blocks of each actor and then either get out of their way or help
unblock and move them forward. Two methodologies I have used in the rehearsal process
to communicate with actors include those of Michael Shurtleff and Declan Donnevan.
Acting Methodology: Michael Shurtleff
I have used Michael Shurtleff’s twelve guideposts from his book, Audition, as a
method for working with actors for years. The guideposts that I find to be most useful are:
relationship, conflict, the moment before, opposites and discoveries.
I have learned a lot from Michael Shurtleff on the importance of relationships in
plays, which is the first guidepost. An actor should be able to identify what their relationship
is to the other characters in the scene. Specifying the relationship as parent/child, sibling,
friend, lover, or boss/employee will help the actor to understand the power dynamics of the
relationship. At some point in the story a relationship dynamic might shift. Con and Nina’s
love relationship might shift to a mentor/mentee relationship. Emma and Con’s parent/child
relationship might have moments of role reversal; Emma would shift and play the role of
child and Con would play the role of parent. We are all playing different roles every day and
those roles change depending on the situation. In the course of one scene, Con would play
the role of lover, director, friend, or child depending on what she wanted from that
relationship at that moment. An actor should explore varying dynamics whether they are
playing the role of parent or teacher, lover or friend. Shurtleff emphasizes the importance of
bringing love to all relationships on stage. “The desire for love, to give it or receive it, and
preferably both simultaneously, is the chief propellant in human beings” (Shurtleff 41). He
argues that the audience will lose interest in the relationship if characters have given up on
the relationship. Nina had to find the love for Con, even though her actions were often
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trying to push Con away. The love Nina found for Con didn’t have to be romantic love.
Recognizing that love comes in many different forms: sexual, intellectual, fraternal, and
more, will allow for a performance that is dynamic and believable. I encouraged the actors
to continue to ask the question “where is the love?” throughout the rehearsal process.
The second guidepost is conflict. Most methodologies in theatre acknowledge the
basic premise that a play is about a character doing and saying things to get what they want.
Characters come into conflict because they have contrasting ideas and value systems about
how to live in the world or because they want different things. Emma wanted to possess
Trig and Trig wanted to be free to experience all life had to offer. Shurtleff emphasizes that
you should know what your character is fighting for in each scene. Every scene should be
about the character trying to change the other people in some way so that they can get
what they want. In the scene “Let me go”, Emma wanted Trig to stay with her forever so
that she could be with a lover that mirrored her artist self. Shurtleff teaches that an actor
should find several different tactics to use to reach their goal. Tactics should be actions; in
other words something that the actor can do to another person. In “Let me go”, Emma
played tactics like to belittle, pin, seduce, mock, and glorify Trig. Shurtleff emphasizes the
importance of never settling for anything less than your biggest dream. “Fight to make the
dream come true” (Shurtleff 67). The dream is often something that is unattainable by the
end of the play (unless it’s a comedy) and it should drive the actor throughout the play. Con
fought for Nina’s love, which she never achieved, and for Stupid Fucking Bird to be a new
form of theatre until the final blackout.
The third guidepost is the moment before. Shurtleff teaches that many scenes, from
the first scene to the final, may start in the middle of an event or action. The playwright
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might not provide the moment before, so the actor must come up with it themselves using
context clues and imagination. We discussed Nina’s moment before “Stark Naked Heart'',
when she was running late to meet Con for the performance event. I asked her to decide
how far she had to come, for how long she had been running, and why she was running late.
“The more specific and interesting your moment before, the more interesting your
performance is from the very beginning” (Shurtleff 68). When an actor does not have a clear
“moment before” their performance can become disconnected to the given circumstances
of the play.
The fifth guidepost is opposites. “Whatever you decide is your motivation in the
scene, the opposite of that is also true and should be in it” (Shurtleff 77). Human beings are
by nature filled with contradictions and inconsistencies. Opposites exist in all of us, “there
exists love and there exists hate, there exists creativity and an equal tendency towards selfdestructiveness, there exist sleeping and waking, there exists night and there exists day,
sunny moods and a foul mood, a desire to love and desire to kill” (Shurtleff 77). Con wants
to give Nina a symbol of her love but she kills something beautiful that can never fly away.
Con hates that Trig is with his mother but admires Trig as a writer. Con wants validation
from her mother as an artist but rejects her mother’s art. Actors should explore opposites
on stage in order to allow truthful human characteristics to come through.
The sixth guidepost is discoveries. Theatre is unique because it is rooted in the
present moment. Shurtleff teaches that each scene is filled with opportunities for a
character to discover something for the first time. An actor should be able to make
discoveries about themselves, other characters, and the situation. In the scene “Can I help
you? “Mash discovers Nina while looking for Con. Next, she discovers that Nina is there to
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meet Con. At the end of the scene, she discovers that Nina can see her better than she can
see herself. I have found that when actors make “discoveries” a part of their performance,
it launches the actor into the present and it is easier for the audience to listen and follow
because they are making the same discovery with the character on stage.
Acting Methodology: Declan Donnellan
Declan Donnellan’s book, The Actor and the Target, is not so much a method on
acting and more a list of tools and advice to help actors break through mental blockage in
the rehearsal process. When an actor is blocked it is often because fear is causing them to
turn their focus inward on themselves. Donnellan’s book helps actors to remove fear and
self-consciousness from their performance by turning their attention to a target outside
themselves. The six rules of the target are, “There is always a target. The target exists
outside and at a measurable distance. The target exists before you need it. The target is
always specific. The target is always transforming. The target is always active” (Donnellan
35-38). If an actor doesn’t know what to do, what to look at, how to move, what to think,
feel or focus on, then they probably haven’t found a target. Once an actor sees “What the
target is doing? Or what the target is making me do?”, then they are free to send their
energy and attention to something outside themselves.
In “Disappointed” I tried to use targets to help free the actor playing Dev. At the
beginning of the scene, the target is Mash’s black clothes, then it shifts to an unhappy Mash.
It shifts to his terrible teaching job, it shifts to his flat feet, it shifts to a Mash that doesn’t
love him back, it shifts to the imaginary lake, and it shifts to a Mash he can wait for. I have
used the methods of Declan Donnellan to help actors that are blocked get out of their own
way.
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Declan Donnellan’s book has also given me the language to talk about the stakes of a
scene. In every given moment a situation can either get better or worse. “At every living
moment there is something to be lost and something to be won. The thing to be won is
precisely the same size as the thing to be lost” (Donnellan 52). An actor must see through
the eyes of the character what they could gain or what they could lose moment to moment.
Nina could see a Trig that will run away with her and see a Trig that will reject her. The
stakes are a split target and the actor must see both opposing sides.
Methodology on the rehearsal process
When approaching the work, it was important for me to remember that I was
working with young theatre artists. I wanted the methods I utilized in the rehearsal room to
honor the building of awareness, tools, and technique while staying dedicated to the
process of telling the story. I have developed a series of questions that I call “Invisible work”
based on my own undergraduate education from DePaul University and from theatre
professionals such as Michael Shurtleff and Declan Donnellan. I have used this to help guide
actors in high school, undergraduate students, and the cast of Stupid Fucking Bird. I did not
require that the cast of the show turn in their work, but I hoped that it would guide them in
their process. The full worksheet is attached in the appendix of this document.
In the “Invisible work” worksheet, I asked the actors to do text analysis by starting
with the facts of the play and listing the given circumstances. I asked them to write out
everything the character says about themselves, everything their character says about
others, and everything other characters say about them.
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After they have done the work of excavating the text they are ready to start making
inferences about their characters. Find what hurts - what is their character’s problem with
life. Find what motivates them - what is their dream. I asked them to make inferences about
their relationships in the play. What kind of relationship is it? What type of love? What is
their problem with the relationship? For the dream to work how must this person change?
For each scene in the play, I asked them to consider the following. “I am fighting for
(my scene partner) to (change in some way) so that I can (get what I want).” I asked them to
identify the opposite of their motivation in each scene because this should also be in it. If
every scene starts in the middle, what was their moment before each scene began? I asked
them to consider what was at stake - what could be gained and what could be lost in each
scene. I asked them to identify the discoveries their character made for the first time and to
continue to find more throughout the process.
I don’t know if the actors of Stupid Fucking Bird did all the invisible work, but the
worksheet gave us a shared language of communication to use during the rehearsal process.
“The theatre director has to expose his uncertainties to his cast, but in reward he has a
medium which evolves as it responds: a sculptor says that the choice of material continually
amends his creation: the living material of actors is talking, feelings and exploring all the
time- rehearsing is a visible thinking-aloud” (Brook 108). If the actor does the invisible work,
the rehearsals are a place for them to explore that work in action. “The director is there to
attack and yield, provoke and withdraw until the indefinable stuff begins to flow” (Brook
109).
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Methodology on collaboration
The theatre represents a mini community in society where a group of people with
different abilities come together for a common goal. At UNO, we are working in an
educational environment where students are learning from one another and from
professionals to grow in their craft. “Anyone interested in processes in the natural world
would be very rewarded by a study of theater conditions. His discoveries would be far more
applicable to general society than the study of bees or ants. Under the magnifying glass he
would see a group of people living all the time according to precise, shared, but un-named
standards” (Brook 99). To create a mini society that is effective we must have a common
understanding of the values and judgment values that we agree upon. In any environment it
is important to have a system in place for creating the work. I believe that the UNO theatre
department would benefit from agreeing on a system and method of working on a play.
The theater should be an example of how collaboration can work in society, “the
rigorous way in which artists borrow, fuse, synthesize and learn from each other. It is critical
for the general public and for policymakers to understand that when cultures are clashing,
sometimes it is the artists learning from each other that makes understanding really
possible” (Lerman 218). Theatre would be impossible without a whole group of
collaborators working together to tell a story. Most productions have problems and hiccups
along the way, but it’s about how we handle them as a group. There were some moments of
challenge in working with certain individuals in this process, but I learned if I could see those
challenges as opportunities to better understand that person, then we could grow from the
experience.
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A director should go into a process having a deep understanding of the play and with
an openness to the group’s interpretation as well. Russel Reich wrote, “Don’t expect to have
all the answers. You’re the leader, but you’re not alone. The other artists are there to
contribute as well. Use them. Eliza Kazan’s concise directing advice was, ‘Before you do
anything, see what a talent does.’” (Reich 12). It is the job of the director to make sure that
we are all building the same house and not a bunch of artists building different houses. If we
are working collaboratively, we should come to an understanding of the script that is
unified.
Methodology on working with designers
The director must have a vision and the ability to communicate that to the group. I
also believe that a director should be open to other ideas in the process. It is important to
value the opinion of designers who are thinking about design from a particular lens. In
collaboration, a designer, like an actor, should be willing to try something the director
suggests. If everyone is open to the possibility of exploring ideas for the sake of telling the
story then we have a room where ideas can be heard and explored. “When everyone is
committed fully to the project, the room is filled with small and great opportunities for
gaining insight into life’s mysteries” (Lerman 114). In order for collaboration to work,
everyone in the room must be fully committed to the work.
The set designer for Stupid Fucking Bird often returns to the question, what does the
play want? This is an excellent way to bring us back to the text. “Talk about the text. Say
what you feel the play’s about, what it means to you, why you are attracted to it, why it's a
good time to do this play. Ask for the designer’s reaction to the play before a conversation
moves towards specifics. You might mention whether you’re interested in an abstracted or
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realistic take on the material. Is everyone agreed on the period you will use for the
production? After this broad view, you can move onto the script’s necessities of place and
space. Hopefully at an early meeting, research (photographs, paintings, history) will become
a part of the proceedings…. Above all, remember the designer is a creative artist and
collaborator. Don’t tell, ask” (Jory 46).
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The Production Process Section
My connection to The Seagull and Stupid Fucking Bird
As I worked through the production process, the writings of Elia Kazan inspired me to
delve deeper into the work. “A director commits himself to a project twice. The first time is
from spontaneous enthusiasm. The second is after asking questions and overcoming
doubts” (Kazan 252). I have been familiar with Chekhov’s The Seagull for a long time. The
Seagull is often explored in educational theatre settings. I was exposed to it in acting class in
high school, in my undergraduate program and have seen both strong and weak
productions of the play.
I think my first attraction to the show was that it was a play about artists and people
in love. Like many young actresses I identified with the role of Nina, had known actress like
Arkadina and empathized with the tortured artist Konstantin. I loved the way that Chekhov
wrote people and relationships. All the characters were about real, complicated human
beings. It was easy for me to connect to the given circumstances, wants and desires of the
characters. This was a play in which I learned to explore subtext on a deeper level. These
characters were juxtaposed and flawed; a result of the circumstances thrust upon them.
I was first introduced to Stupid Fucking Bird by a theatre collective in San Antonio,
Texas. This theatre collective wanted to explore the script without any goal of producing the
play but for the sake of working on a piece of text. Stanislavski would work on a play for
months or years with a group. Perhaps we could do the same thing in the twenty-first
century. I explored the character Mash and began to learn the ukulele. We only worked on
act one before the collective fell apart.
That same year, I had my advanced high school acting class explore different scenes
from Stupid Fucking Bird. After crossing out all the foul language, I broke up the script into
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sections and the students performed the scenes. The high school students were able to
connect to the angst driven desires of the characters and it was a good opportunity to focus
on acting technique.
“Then get in trouble. Attack the project. That is often the best way to find out why
you truly like it. Doubt yourself. Answer your worst questions. Don’t be afraid” (Kazan 252). I
submitted Stupid Fucking Bird as a play suggestion for the UNO 2021-2022 season because I
never felt I had finished exploring the text and I wanted to see it at its fullest potential. I
could see myself in these characters. Their need and desire to give and receive love even if it
is unrequited, dangerous, illogical, or painful. Their pursuit of love and art despite the fear of
unworthiness. They are all so incredibly wrapped up in their own human mess and they
have suffered as much as we all have suffered.
“This is where you must examine your own character, when you must force yourself
to confront whether what you are considering expresses your deepest wishes, your hopes,
your longing, your anger. Can the finished project be thought of as a chapter in your
autobiography? Can you make it speak for you? Will you be proud that you’ve done it? You
can be 100 percent only rarely, but you should feel the enthusiasm necessary to try to give
the work your whole being.” (Kazan 253). When I was told that I would be directing Stupid
Fucking Bird as my thesis directing project, I was at first excited for the challenge to take on
a play I felt was funny, honest and a text that I connected to. After re-reading the script and
comparing The Seagull and Stupid Fucking Bird, I began to grow weary and reluctant about
the project. I was afraid that this play was not right for the UNO community at the current
time. The characters are struggling with existential questions about life, while society was
suffering on a global level from the pandemic. I was worried that this play would send the
wrong message at a time when we needed a message of hope as a community.
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I think the thing that worried me most was the emotional stamina that the show
required. I knew I wanted to protect the mental health of the actors and myself during the
process. I could sense in myself, my students, peers, and our collective society a struggle to
uphold positive mental health practices. I had known people who had lost friends to suicide
during the pandemic, and I was worried the message this play might send if it wasn’t
handled with care.
In my pre-production readings of the script, I became too focused on trying to
dissect the psychology of the characters. I diagnosed Emma with narcissism, Mash with
depression and Con with manic depression. I realized that I was stuck in a place of
judgment; I needed to let go of judgment, stick to the facts, and focus on how we could
explore the psychological complexities of these characters through actions. Elia Kazan
wrote, “Directing can be thought of as rendering psychology into behavior, into action.
What do the characters do because of their needs, their impulses, their desires, their
wishes? Wish is the most important word for an actor, because he goes on stage to fulfill a
wish.” (Kazan 255). In addition to text and character analysis, I was focused on creating a
rehearsal plan that would give the actors the time they needed to explore these characters’
wishes, actions and relationships honestly.
Creating a safe space to take risks and explore honesty
When an actor experiences something on stage they carry the weight of that
experience in their body. Posner’s script asks that actors explore these characters in realistic
and truthful ways. The goal of a meta-theatrical style is to give the audience the illusion of
constant reality. Actors should never really be out of character, even when they are
watching the play onstage. Isaac Butler, the author of the book The Method: How The 20th
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Century Learned to Act, said “You know, the body keeps the score, right? That’s the thing
we’re saying more and more these days. Yeah, your body does not know that you’re acting,
and your body is not as separate from your psyche as we like to model it. You know, they’re
not really that separated. Actually, part of why Stanislavski had such a pioneering idea of
acting is that he didn’t view those two things as separate; he viewed them as one
interrelated mechanism. And they are…. Acting is a difficult and physical art form because
the actor is their own material. And figuring out how you protect yourself within that,
figuring out how you both do the job and remain a whole, healthy human being is one of the
particular challenges of being an actor.” (Butler).
The relationship between the suffering artist and creativity is a theme in Stupid
Fucking Bird. There is a stereotype that an artist must suffer to create. I do not believe that
this must be true and I did not want the actors to suffer or harm themselves in the process
of rehearsing and performing Stupid Fucking Bird. I did not want the actors to get too
wrapped up in the struggle of the characters without an ability to leave the character on the
stage at the end of rehearsal.
Reading the book Radical Acceptance by Tera Brach helped me to understand the
characters through Brach’s description of the trance of unworthiness that chains us to a
cycle of suffering. Just like in Chekov’s The Seagull, many of these characters struggle to
change because of their own personal flaws. Though logic tells us not to, it is human nature
to hold on to things that hurt us. Reading this book gave me a language to communicate to
the actors about their own mental health in the process.
My hope was to create a rehearsal environment where actors could feel safe and
vulnerable enough to take risks and dive into the complexities of the characters. “The
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success of the actor’s contribution depends precisely on her ability to allow herself to be
viewed- without being able to view herself. This means she must surrender completely to
feelings, impulses, and choices without knowing whether or not they are working! Her
responsibility is to prepare- and let go. Like a trapeze artist letting go of the bar and floating
in air for those fractions of a moment before the next bar, thrown toward her by an unseen
partner, meets her hand” (Weston, xxxi). From the start of the process, my goal was to
prepare the actors so that they could let go safely into the characters and leave everything
on the stage. I talked to my cast about mental health and checked in with people
individually. Some rehearsals we would end with a moment to breathe out the character
and breathe in themselves. Upon reflection, I think that these techniques helped the actors
to safely handle the emotional demands of the characters.
Casting
“Casting is truly, genuinely, about risk. Always. It’s scary, but finally safer, to face the
fact- yes, it’s all a risk. You are going to go through the fire together. You are going to learn
from each other” (Weston 229). There were around a total of twenty actors who arrived at
the first round of auditions. I called back seventeen actors for seven roles. I had two hours
and planned to see one ensemble piece, sixteen bars of a song from actors called back for
Mash, and seven different two person scenes.
I was looking for an ensemble that could believably represent different generations.
The younger, more youthful characters were: Con, Dev, Mash and Nina. Emma and Trig
were middle aged and Sorn ends the play at age sixty. I was looking for actors who were
good listeners, that made bold choices and were present in the moment. I wanted to cast
actors based on the relationships in the play and that had chemistry on stage.
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We began with the ensemble piece “Want” as an opportunity for the actors to
become familiar with the character’s desires and it was an opportunity for me to see
different groups of people together in the space. Next, the actors called back for Mash were
asked to sing a cappella or with an instrument if they could play. Only one actor auditioning
played the ukulele, but I felt that if the actor I cast had some musical ability, they would be
able to learn. There were many women at the audition who could have played the role of
Mash, but I felt that the humor the actor I cast as Mash could bring to the role was vital to
the function of the character.
The last part of the audition included seven scenes with seventeen different actors
called back for multiple roles, which gave us only enough time to get through scenes once. I
didn’t have many opportunities to see if actors could take direction but the energy in the
room was vibrant and I was excited by the passionate commitment and bold choices that
actors were making. Watching the text be lifted off the page was an exciting window into
the text’s potential for raw authenticity and its trap for actors to make the choice of whining
or complaining.
With the character Con I was looking for an actor who was willing to take risks. I
called back three men and three women to audition for the role. I was immediately aware of
the connection between the actor I cast as Con and the actor I cast as Emma. After rereading the script I felt confident that the story could be successfully presented if Con was
cast as a female actor. She was the best person at the audition for the role.
Originally, a different actor was cast in the role of Nina. Hurricane Ida forced us to
change the performance dates and the previous actor was unable to commit to the role. My
decision to cast the actor I did as Nina was based on the memory of her callback with Trig.
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The callbacks had been weeks before, but their chemistry was electric and had made an
impression on me.
Connecting with the actors and their characters
In Directing Actors, Judith Weston wrote, “If you want audiences to connect with
your characters, connect with your actors. Connecting with actors can involve soul-to-soul
conversations about the theme of the story - even opening up your heart to them about
your own emotional wounds. Or it can mean respecting their privacy and allowing them
space to navigate the far reaches of their character’s inner life on their own. Every actor is
different. If you’re not sure where a particular actor falls on the spectrum- ask them”
(Weston, xxviii). The cast of Stupid Fucking Bird consisted of a diverse group of actors who
each had their own individual needs. As I got to know them more, I was better able to
communicate with them individually.
The decision to cast the actor as Sorn was rooted in the need to create a believable
ensemble. Out of all those who had auditioned for Sorn, he was the strongest to play the
oldest character in the play. At first, this actor was resistant to being cast in the role and it
took some time for us to figure out our director/actor relationship. On the third day of
rehearsal, this actor came into the room defensive and argumentative in the discussion
about his character. I kept trying to find different ways to help this actor connect with Sorn:
Sorn has had much more life experience than the other characters in the play, he carries
secrets with him that we will never know. Sorn is a doctor and has taken care of people
most of his life. When he listens, he listens with empathy and understanding.
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It took some time for this actor to click with Sorn, but I never gave up on the actor.
When struggling to work with an actor the most helpful thing is to be honest and have oneon-one conversations with the individual. I discussed with this actor the type of energy he
was bringing into the room and how I could help him shift it. I let him know that his
presence was valuable and affected the whole room. I expressed that I felt he was letting
ego get in the way of the process and I hoped he would be able to put the work first. Over
winter break this actor had a breakthrough. This actor shared with the cast a renewed
energy, focus, and love for the project and he apologized for any negative energy he might
have had at previous rehearsals. This actor grew tremendously throughout the process.
The actor playing Nina had not been in a production in a while and was the actor I
was least familiar with. She was probably the freshest and newest to the rehearsal process
and she had never had a director that allowed her the freedom to follow her impulse. This
actor needed clear specific blocking. I choreographed her movements for the performance
piece “Here we Are” and guided her through discussions of actions, the use of imagery and
questions of inquiry throughout the process. This actor would always remember her
blocking exactly. This actor’s first challenge was in living fully in her body, connecting the
movement down to her toes and filling the space with her voice. Her second challenge was
to deepen her love and need for Con. I opened up to her and the rest of the cast about past
relationships I have had, to help connect us to the themes of the story. I was amazed by this
actor’s commitment to growth. She and the actor playing Con attended a private session
where they explored a scene from the show through Meisner based technique. It was
important that this actor knew that I recognized her growth. Many actors need positive
validation throughout the process of rehearsing. Incorporating moments of praise for what
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is working helps actors to maintain the stamina to keep digging deeper and maintain a
growth mindset.
The decision to cast a female as Con was made because I believed she was the best
actor for the role from the auditioning process. The actor playing Con was a true anchor for
the cast and an excellent example in preparedness and dedication. This actor was an active
listener, physically relaxed and aware, and able to follow her impulses while making bold
and honest choices. I enjoyed working with her because she was constantly hungry and
curious to dig deeper. She would sometimes send me voice memos of questions she had or
discoveries she made. Throughout the process this actor and I examined Con’s metatheatrical problem with the play. I encouraged her to deepen her connection to Con’s desire
to create new forms of theatre. It was important that Con began at a hopeful and positive
height because she had a long way to fall. A challenge this actor faced was not falling into
the melancholy tone of the play after her first attempt at suicide fails. I encouraged her to
fight for her life and to “rage against the dying of the light” (Dylan Thomas). We explored
Con’s unraveling and I asked her questions about what she wanted from the audience in act
three. Her ranting could easily live in the realm of whining if she didn’t know what she was
trying to do or change with her words. She was very comfortable with playing the verb “to
antagonize”, but I asked her to discover what she needed from the audience; perhaps they
could save her if she could get them to rally on her side.
The design process: reflections on working with the design team
The development of the designing principle that we used to help unify and influence
the design elements in the play began with discussions about the text at production
meetings. Our first few production meetings were an opportunity to discuss with the group
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what this play was about. We were all encouraged to contribute emotional, sensory, and
spatial words that the script inspired. The emotional words we came up with were: constant
suffering, unfulfilled desire, unrequited love, unworthiness, existential crisis, angst, raw
naked heart, lusting, vulnerable and reaching. The spatial words we voiced were: isolated
but connected, bound and boundless, 80 percent open and 20 percent closed, gravity pull in
outer space, never-ending loop and unraveling. The sensory words we wrote down were:
suffocating, expanding, draining, uncontrollable magnetic pull, and imploding. An adage I
felt reflected the central conflict of the show was, “A snake that cannot shed its skin,
perishes”. I also brought in a poem by Rilke:
“Beauty’s nothing,
But the beginning of TerrorAnd we adore it soIs because it sweetly disdains
To Destroy us”

When discussing the movement of the play we agreed that it was fluid, rapid and
connected with moments of isolation. We decided to explore areas of the stage that could
represent different parts of the house where characters could watch the play from isolated
areas. We discussed how lighting could help with defining these isolated spaces.
After discussing the way the play moves and certain moments in the script, we
developed a working organizing principle of the play which was: when we are faced with
unrequited love, the heart and mind become untethered from reality until that love must be
ripped out by the root. We discussed that this is a story told through the perspective of Con.
Con’s reality becomes disjointed and is broken apart throughout the play. From these
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discussions, the set designer developed a set that was a series of pieces that could be split
apart as Con’s mental state becomes untethered.
We explored the concept that this world was a combination of both our modern
world and a Chekhovian world. We discussed the possibility that different parts of the house
were filled with Chekhovian style furniture but that the kitchen in act two could be modern.
The conversation around the difference between act two and act one kept coming back in
production meetings. I felt that the text was asking for act two to be grounded in a much
more realistic world compared to the fluid theatrical nature of act one. I saw act two as a
kitchen sink drama with the usage of a blender, real food, and the hum of a refrigerator. The
set designer designed act two so that it could be brought into the space during intermission
while other blocks were rearranged. The smallness of the kitchen created a claustrophobic
feeling that worked with the rising tension between the characters in an intimate space.
Weekly production meetings were helpful because they gave us an opportunity to
set goals and decide what needed to be done that week so that rehearsals could go
smoothly. I found that working with “do-for” props (this rehearsal prop will “do for” now)
early in the process was helpful for the actors during scene work and for the stage manager
to keep track of the movement of props. I also found it helpful for actors to get accustomed
to working with real food and drink at an early stage. If I were to do it again, I would still use
this in the process, but I would organize myself to get paid back for the expense.
The discussion of costumes started with conversations about character. We
discussed character status and character transformations. We discussed different color
themes for characters and how many different costumes each character would need. A few
weeks into the process, I asked the costume designer if we could incorporate the concept of
a world that was both Chekhovian and modern. Perhaps I suggested this concept too late in
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the process. The costume designer created a design that didn't reflect our concept exactly,
but combined clothing choices from several different time periods.
Through collaboration with the sound designer, we discovered that the play began
with a soundscape that connected us to the environment by the lake with the sound of
seagulls and lakeside ambiance. When characters broke the fourth wall, the lakeside sounds
would fade. The sound designer decided that over the course of the play there would be
less soundscape, so that by act three the audience could be rooted in the reality of a theater
building. We also had multiple discussions about the use of music in act two. Would we play
old Russian tango music from the radio? Could we move the live accordion player backstage
and connect his instrument to the radio so that it came from that output? This was my hope
because I was going for a realistic style in act two. We eventually decided to keep the live
accordion player on stage and to give the illusion that the sound was coming from the radio.
This worked because it played into the metatheatrical style of the play. With the sound
designer, there was much discussion about the use of the prop gun. Would we only use the
sound of the prop gun or would any of those sounds be canned? Would it be more effective
if the last shot of the play was realistic and came from the gun or should it be theatrical with
a canned sound that filled the whole space?
There were many discussions with the lighting designer about the ending moment of
the play. In the script, Con shoots out a stage light and stops the play. Was Con stopping the
play or was the actor playing Con stopping the play? Was it possible for Con to shoot a stage
light? Would that effect require pyrotechnics, or could it be achieved another way? Could
Con shoot a lamp in the living room? The portrait of Chekhov? Is the text asking for a big
explosion at the end? Is this moment realistic or theatrical? Does the actor playing Con ask
the stage manager to stop the play? We decided that this moment was the actor stopping
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the ending of the play. At first, the character Con wants to shoot herself because she can’t
let go of Nina. In the end, the actor playing Con stops the play because they want to let go
of Chekov’s ending.
Tango as a metaphor
The decision to use tango in the show was born out of my desire to find something
to represent moments of heightened intimacy on stage. I felt that the sensuality, danger,
and passion I felt when I watched tango could work for this play. I discussed with the set
designer how tango could be a metaphor for the way the show moves. In collaboration with
the choreographer, we began to explore how tango could be incorporated in the process. I
was interested to learn that tango is a very masculine dance and began as a dance between
men. The choreographer and I discussed how tango might affect the style of the play. We
discussed how tango might shape gestures and movements within scenes. I knew there
were a few moments in the play where tango could work: the opening, the transition, the
scene “Want” and “Late night quartet”. A tango could replace the passionate engagement
between Trig and Emma as a metaphor for sex.
At the first rehearsal the choreographer taught basic tango moves so that we could
observe how the actors moved. We decided that incorporating tango worked best with the
actors Trig and Emma. Trig and Emma are famous artists and the tango helped to set them
apart. With the rest of the cast, tango would be an element of style that could affect gesture
and the way they moved through the space during transitions. Several rehearsals were
dedicated to the choreographer teaching Trig and Emma sections of tango combinations.
This provided us with different options for the moments where we wanted to use tango.
When choosing the tango music, I focused on choosing songs that had an accordion.
The prospect of working with a live accordion player was exciting but I wanted to have a
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backup plan in case that option fell through. I developed a playlist of accordion tango music
with the sound designer and found through trial and error which pieces best worked for act
one. The accordion version of “Tango Roxanne” proved to be an exciting fit for “late night
quartet” at the end of act two. At production meetings we decided that we only wanted one
intermission at the end of act one. So, at the end of “late night quarter” we transitioned
straight into act three. The concept of the stage becoming unraveled, the influence of the
music and the cues from the text helped us to develop the movement for the scene. I once
had a director that asked me to explore a piece of text by pushing an incredibly heavy object
across the room. The result was a performance that was connected vocally and physically. I
thought it might work to have the characters actively push and pull the set apart during the
section where the characters speak simultaneously. The physical demands of pushing the
blocks and crawling on the stage helped the actors to connect to the inner struggle of the
characters through the form of movement. This paired with Trig & Emma’s tango created a
heightened and passionate mood. The scene ends with Sorn saying, “So much Feeling” and
we transitioned into act three by dropping balloons from the catwalk to honor the
circumstance of Sorn’s 60th birthday.
The calendar
The calendar for Stupid Fucking Bird was, at first, a shifting document. The first
schedule was altered because of Hurricane Ida. I believe that the production would have
been in a very different place if we had not had the extra time provided by the change of
schedule. This script was much longer than the previous plays I had directed at UNO. There
are some theatre directors that believe it is easier to develop a schedule on a weekly basis,
but I felt that I needed a clearly defined schedule to accommodate conflicts and honor the
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actors’ time. The goal was to be ready to tech the show by winter break. I began the
calendar by devoting a few days to table work and text analysis with the actors. For the
rehearsal process I broke up the script by each act so that we would work a scene twice
before putting the act together. After running through the act and working transitions we
would present a memorized rehearsal of that act for designers. At the end of rehearsing act
two and three we went back to review the previous act(s). By December break we had two
opportunities to run through the show in its entirety. We then had five weeks off.
Over the break, I had hoped we might find times to come together as an ensemble. I
had dreams of being able to play laser tag with the cast, watch “Vanya on 42nd Street”, or to
take actors on individual outings. None of this happened. The spike of covid set boundaries
and the need for distance. The cast only got together once over zoom to do a speed through
of the script.
After the break we had two and a half weeks before opening. The accordion player
was able to join us the week we got back which gave us time to rehearse and adjust with the
live music. In the final stage of rehearsals, my focus was on polishing moments with the
actors and incorporating tech. We began by incorporating sound, followed by lighting, and
ending with the incorporation of costumes. Official props, food and drink replaced do-for
props throughout tech week.
Rehearsals week one: discussions on gender and table work
The first week of rehearsals we discussed the use of pronouns for the character Con.
I felt it would be textually effective to explore Con using the pronouns “they/them”. It made
sense to me that Con might identify as gender neutral as opposed to being a feminine
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presenting character. Initially, I didn’t think that the pronouns “she/her” worked as well for
the character Con. This adaptation was written with the voice of Con in a masculine
perspective. The perspective that love should be pursued at all costs, that love is something
to be conquered is a masculine perspective exemplified in literature by writers throughout
the centuries. I also felt that the use of “they/them” would help clarify Con’s identity when
other characters talked about them. I feared that using the pronouns “she/her” might be
confusing. My last argument for changing Cons pronouns was that the actor playing Con was
not an extremely feminine presenting individual. I felt that her presentation was both
feminine and masculine and she might be able to identify with neutral pronouns.
I felt it was important that I discuss this change with the cast. I am grateful that I did
because they helped me to see the issue from a new perspective. The actor playing Con
expressed to me that she has always identified as “she/her” and because of that she did not
feel comfortable changing the gender to “they/them”. Other ensemble members also
expressed reservations for this approach, arguing that it would change the intention and
meaning behind the text. I took a few days to think it over and decided the best decision
was to let go of my idea and trust the wants of the cast. In retrospect, using “she/her”
pronouns worked perfectly fine.
The first week of rehearsals was dedicated to table work. We started with a read
through of the play with the cast and production team. I gave the actors an invisible actor
worksheet encouraging the actors to do the work of text analysis to develop their character.
The second night, we read Chekhov’s The Seagull and talked about the similarities and
differences between the two plays. I felt it was important for the actors to understand
where this story came from, Chekhov’s writing style and the origins of their character.
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During the third rehearsal we delved into text analysis for Stupid Fucking Bird. We
began at the end of the play, reading and discussing the last moments of Act Three. This
approach was influenced by David Ball’s, Backwards to Forwards, as an opportunity for
actors to explore the full circle journey of their character. As we continued text analysis with
act one; we discussed the facts, given circumstances, what their character says about
themselves, what their character says about others, and what other characters say about
their character. We discussed the character’s relationships, actions, dreams, and fears. I
asked the actors questions and encouraged them to answer from the perspective of their
character. We continued to approach the script in this way over the next few months.
The rehearsal process
Whenever we first rehearsed a scene, we would begin with the actors facing each
other with music stands. This gave us an opportunity to do table work while encouraging
the actors to make eye contact and connect with their scene partner. We discussed
character wants, needs and tactics. I entered the rehearsal with ideas for blocking but
encouraged the actors to respond to one another in the environment. By the second
rehearsal we had a more solidified version of blocking which continued to evolve
throughout the process. I am a director that continues to make changes to blocking and
images over time. I do not believe in keeping something that isn’t working.
The point of scaffolding rehearsals in this way was to give the actors opportunities to
start with exploration and slowly work their way off book through repetition. I encouraged
them that by the second rehearsal of a scene they should be able to lift the scene off the
page and not be glued to the words. Next, we put the act together with transitions. The
second run through of the act was shared with the design team.
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For the group scenes we would begin with Anne Bogart’s viewpoints to encourage
the actors to connect to kinesthetic response, gesture, pacing, spatial awareness and
responsiveness to the group. I wanted the actors to feel like they were connected to their
inner impulses and to have the space to make choices in relation to their environment and
relationships. The ensemble scenes like “Want” and “Late Night Quartet” took the longest
to shape and developed throughout the process. We were working on polishing “want” until
opening night. The stage manager continued to lead “Want” or “Late Night Quartet” as a
warmup before the performances. There was always an opportunity to improve their quality
of movement. Sometimes I would give the actors notes to explore their movements as if
they were burning with desire or hunger or something else to see how it might affect their
quality of movement. For the group scenes I was looking to deepen the connection to the
organizing principle of the play. I was listening for heightened vocal connection from the
actors and the intention behind each voice.
In addition to blocking and tango rehearsals, the beginning stages of the rehearsal
process also included ukulele lessons. The actor playing Mash learned to play the ukulele for
this play with the help of a ukulele instructor. I would sit in on the lessons to help the actor
learn the music and answer questions that the ukulele instructor had about rhythm,
intention, and style. On the third music rehearsal, the actor playing Dev joined and we
focused on the vocals for the last song of the show. On the fourth music rehearsal we
explored different options for the actor playing Dev to possibly add accompaniment with
the last song. We explored the use of bongos, a shaker and drumming on the stage, but
eventually we decided to drop it and just have him sing.
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The director’s questions: an opportunity
While watching scene work, it was challenging as a director to keep a fresh eye and
ear throughout the process. While watching scenes or taking notes, I would choose to focus,
watch or listen for something specific. Then, I would formulate questions about the context.
I might choose to focus on the given circumstances. Were the actors connected to the given
circumstances of the play? Were Trig and Mash allowing the events of the Con’s attempted
suicide to be a part of their moment before entering act two? How have the characters
changed in the past four years? Were Mash and Dev letting the given circumstances of their
marriage and two children affect their relationship?
Sometimes I chose to focus on relationships, actions, or objectives. What was
happening in the relationship at that given moment? How did these two people see each
other in this moment? How does this character want the other person to change? Were the
actors playing an action or just emoting? Were they actively fighting to change the other
person on stage? Had they given up on the relationship or were they fighting like they
believed they could succeed? Were they trying different tactics to try and change the other
person? Were they counting their wins and losses? Were they aware of what could be
gained and what could be lost in that moment?
At times, I would close my eyes and just listen to rehearsal. Could I hear them from
the back of the house? What words were lost in the space? What was the pacing of the
scene? Were the actors picking up their cues or adding pauses in the middle of thoughts?
Were they connected to their breath? Was an actor driving the scene or actively listening?
Were they anticipating? Was a section of the text performed like “word vomit” thrown to
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the back of the house? Did the actor have a target for the text? Was that target changing?
Was the actor shifting when the target shifted?
I might look for moments or images that could be repeated throughout the play.
Were we finding moments of beauty? Could we find moments of beauty in “Here We Are”?
Was an actor connected to a particular gesture? Could Nina connect to a gesture she
repeated throughout her journey? Was the actor's blocking connected to the character’s
action and need?
How were the images and movements shaping the way I listen as an audience
member? Where did my focus go? Where should the focus be? Could we find moments of
stillness? What were the three most important lines in a scene? Could the movement and
blocking and pacing help to frame a moment? How was the scene between Con and Dev in
act one different from their scene in act three?
It can be challenging to know why a scene may or may not be working. Going back to
these basic questions was an opportunity for me to focus on the performances with
curiosity and openness. During the first part of the process, I gave notes or suggestions to
actors in front of everyone. After winter break, I gave notes to actors individually. If an actor
had trouble implementing a note and the moment still wasn’t working, I would try and find
a new way of phrasing the note. I tried to keep my notes positive and include some words of
affirmation.
Con’s journey
Con is the protagonist of the play because it is her desire that shapes the story.
When first working on Stupid Fucking Bird I felt that Con’s strongest desire was to gain
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Nina’s love. Con’s problems were like Konstantin’s in The Seagull, in that tragedy came from
her inability to let go of Nina. But, the ending of Stupid Fucking Bird is different than the
ending of The Seagull. Con stops the play and doesn’t shoot herself in the head. As we
continued to work on the play, I discovered that Con’s greatest desire was connected to her
need to create something new.
After a run through of act two and three, my graduate advisor gave me some
feedback that had me in contemplation throughout the break. He had not yet seen a run
through of act one, but walked away from watching act two and three with a feeling of
isolation as an audience member and a struggle to empathize with Con. He asked me to
think about what I wanted the audience to walk away with at the end of the play. He asked
me if it was my intention for Con to antagonize the audience. How can we keep the
audience rooting for a character who is self-destructive, getting in their own way of their
ability to change, and blaming everyone else for thwarting her advancement? This
conversation led me into an examination of Con’s journey and driving desire.
Typically, in a play, a character has one super-objective that drives the character
throughout the story. I discovered that this was a play where the protagonist had two
equally important super- objectives: both Nina’s love and the artistic desire to create new
art forms. It was incredibly important for the actor to find the hope, belief, and passion that
theatre could change the world for the better through the eyes of Con. The actor playing
Con needed to have an equally driving desire to create new forms of theatre because the
play that she wrote (the one being performed at the moment) will result in her death. Con’s
desire is to create new forms of theatre and to question the reason for doing old forms.
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Over the break and through the remainder of rehearsal my organizing principle of
the play shifted. My new organizing principle for play was: The pursuit of unrequited love
and the inability to move on from past narratives causes the mind and heart to become
untethered. I continued to explore this theme with the actor playing Con until the opening
of the play.
Director’s notes: excerpts from the middle of the process
This is a play about love. It should be in every scene. Deep, genuine, messy, and
complicated. There must be some fight for love from the start. This means that some
characters like Mash and Nina will have to play opposite actions in moments in their
beginnings scenes with Dev and Con. If these characters don’t love each other, it’s not
worth watching.
No character should ever give up on another character. Emma and Con must
examine what lies beneath the anger between them. Where is the hurt and the belief that
the other can mend it? Con’s need for love from her mother has never been fulfilled and to
be rejected again is to reopen past wounds. Con rages against her mother by raging against
her mother’s art. Con thinks Emma’s art is empty, has no true purpose and doesn’t change
the world in any meaningful way. Both Con and Trig criticize art for repeating itself. There is
nothing new under the sun. We are constantly seeing remakes and renditions of the same
old stories. Theaters and academics are terrified because there is the pressure to produce
plays constantly. Often theaters pick the same traditional scripts out of fear. Con can see
through this fear and carries the belief that something deeper is possible. This hope must be
carried throughout Con’s journey. What if the purpose of theater was to change the world
and people in a positive way? What if theater could help us to live better lives? What if it
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could be honest and real and affect positive change? Con believes that this type of theater is
possible. Can the play Stupid Fucking Bird change an audience? Can this play inspire an
audience to walk away with the desire to live better and fuller lives? Does Con believe that
the fault of the play is rooted in its ties to the past? When we hold onto the past it destroys
us. When we hold onto the past, we stunt our ability to grow and change. When we hold
onto the past, we can’t see the edge of the forest in any direction.
Con writes two plays that the audience views. The first is the performance art piece
“Here We Are”. This piece is an ode to the potential of theatre and “the boundless pursuit of
beauty” (Posner, 17). The purpose of this piece is to launch the audience into the present
moment in a way that is new, unique, and true. The irony is that the second piece the
audience views is the play itself, which is an old form made new. Stupid Fucking Bird is also
Con’s play, and it is happening now. Con knows the ending of the play, but the actor must
never play the ending. Con must fight for life and for the ending to be different. Con must
fight to let go of the past.
Post winter break rehearsal
The winter break proved to be very helpful for me and the cast. It was an
opportunity for me to step away from the work and reflect. It was an opportunity for the
cast to let everything sink in. On the first rehearsal back after winter break, we did an
activity where we wrote our fears about the play and ripped them up in a pile. It was a great
bonding activity and a chance to clear our minds of unhelpful thoughts.
Our first rehearsal back from the break was our first opportunity to work with the
accordion player. The goal was to do as many run-throughs as possible of the play that we
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could before tech week but one of the actors tested positive for covid after our first
rehearsal and so I adjusted the schedule. We continued to work through the play and would
skip over scenes with only Trig. One night the focus was only on Nina and Con scenes.
Another night the focus was only on Dev and Con scenes. I used this week as an opportunity
to go back to the basic questions.
Tech week
I think that we were successful in keeping up a positive and low stress environment
during tech week. Through the first two previews, I continued to give notes to actors. After
taking notes of the performance, I would email them the next day. Emailing notes forced me
to articulate the thing I wanted in a clear and concise manner. At the beginning of the next
rehearsal, we would discuss notes and work moments. I ran a tight schedule before our tech
run time of 7:30 to polish moments that needed attention.
Tech week was our first opportunity to rehearse with the prop gun and we explored
the timing of the last moment in a few different ways. We were committed to the concept
that the actor, not Con, was stopping the play. In the script, she shoots out a stage light and
then says, “Stop the fucking play”. I thought it might be effective if the production really
ended at that moment and we cut the curtain call for the actors, but I also thought this
might be confusing for the audience and that the actors deserved a chance to thank the
audience for being there with bows. In the end, we reversed the order of the gun shot and
final line. The actor playing Con directed her final line, “Stop the fucking play”, to the booth
and when they didn’t respond she shot out a stage light and we faded to a blackout and into
curtain call.
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We also explored several different methods to make the balloon-drop work for
Sorn’s birthday party. We dropped balloons from the catwalk, during the transition from Act
two to Act Three, so that they would be scattered across the stage. The static was causing
the balloons to get stuck to one another or in the bag and not many balloons were landing
on the stage. By the first preview, we found the right bags and method for dropping the
balloons so that it worked as an effect.
During tech week I created a collaborative playlist of songs on Spotify that reminded
me of the play or specific characters from the play. I encouraged actors and crew to
contribute to the playlist. The sound designer then composed a pre-show playlist that
included songs from that list.
I made the decision to cancel the final dress rehearsal because I wanted to give the
actors, stage management and crew time to rest before the start of production week. The
only negative consequence from this decision was that we lost our final opportunity to
observe costumes. I still think this was the overall best decision for the play. This production
was emotionally exhausting and they were about to have to do five performances in a row.
The production
The first preview of the production, I felt that the actors were stiff and rehearsed. I
had a moment of fear that we had over rehearsed and destroyed any moments of humor in
the show. I came to the realization that every audience is different. I became interested in
observing the audience response during the run of the play. It was amazing to me how
different each audience can be and how the energy of the audience changes the way it is
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experienced. The last character in the play is always the audience. By the second weekend
the cast relaxed into their audience/actor relationship.
Before the second preview, we worked the transition in act one. I had directed Dev
and Sorn to move two of the blocks during the transition. My intention was to show the
passage of time and change the space so that we went from an outdoor stage to a dock by
the lake. This was never very clear, and I probably should have changed the blocking so that
the blocks never moved but I knew that it would affect the rest of the blocking in act one.
Instead, I focused on trying to clean up that movement and specify the intention behind the
movement. The timing of the movement was distracting and pulled focus, but we found
that simply adding Mash helped to tighten up the transition.
There are many directors that believe once a show opens you must let it go. I believe
that the process is never over and that there is always opportunity for growth. I challenged
myself to not give notes after opening but it was difficult for me to watch the show during
the run without a critical eye.
Overall, I was proud of the actors, stage manager and crew throughout the run of
the play. Perhaps the success of a production can be measured by how much a piece
improves. I believe that this show continued to improve and grow until closing night.
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Post Production Analysis, Critique, and Self Assessment Section
It is challenging to know the best way to measure the success of a production, but I
know I am proud of our final product and how far we came in this process. The relationships
that grew and blossomed in this process are one measure of our success. I learned that the
process of creating good work happens when the relationships between me, the production
team and the cast are healthy. Part of the process is getting to know the people on your
team. How do they work? What do they need from me? What can I do to bring out the
greatest potential in this individual? Am I creating a space where ideas can be shared and
explored? In this process I learned that part of my job is being able to tell what different
people need and how I can best support them in the process. I realized that we must
constantly remind ourselves to get our egos out of the way and put the work first.
Perhaps success can be measured by the effect you have on the people in the group.
Did people walk away from the experience with something new? Was the process an
opportunity for growth? One actor expressed to me that he learned a lot about acting in the
process of working together. At the postmortem, an actor expressed that this process was a
confirmation of her love and commitment to the art of acting. The stage manager expressed
that he was grateful to work together as a first-time stage manager. I think it is one of
greatest compliments as a director to know that the experience has helped a person grow
as an artist and individual.
Perhaps the success of a production can be measured by ticket sales. I always hoped
that we could fill the house. One way I can improve as a director is in my ability to organize,
work and contribute to public relations for the advertisement of a play.
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Perhaps success can be measured by audience response. When first working on
Stupid Fucking Bird, I feared that this play wasn’t right for our community. In retrospect, I
feel that Stupid Fucking Bird was a fine choice for this community. The students were able to
identify with the themes of love in the play. The SOTA faculty, staff and student body were a
community of artists just like the characters in the play. A strength of this production was
that the audience didn’t stop thinking about the play at curtain. This play made an audience
feel and think. The audience was able to walk away at the end of the show with something
to talk about.
There are still areas in which I felt the production could have improved but there are
also many ways in which we were successful. I would like to improve my eye and knowledge
in the elements of visual design. I want to observe and study history through the lens of
architecture, space, furniture, and clothing. I would like to have a better ability to
communicate about costumes and how the clothing reflects the character’s intentions and
inner life. I would like to be able to better express ideas I have about lighting. How can I
express a vision using mood, color, focus and intensity? How can we work collaboratively to
achieve that vision? Of the design elements, I have been most successful in my collaboration
with sound because I can most clearly communicate what I think the play needs.
I am probably stronger at communicating with actors than I am at communicating
with designers because I am an actor myself and have less experience with design. I want to
improve my ability to communicate with designers about ideas and be able to assist in
carrying them out. I want to develop a language of communicating that is shared,
challenging, respectful and conducive to growth. Everyone comes into the process with a
different job and many times a different level of experience. Working with someone with a
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proficient level of experience is often comforting as a director but working with someone
who has little experience can bring a new, exciting, and passionate perspective to the
process. If we agree on a shared language, it will benefit me and the designers, regardless of
their level of experience.
Another way I can grow as a director is time management. In this process I gained an
appreciation for a longer rehearsal process because we were able to let the show develop
organically. It also gave time for new actors and designers to develop their craft. I will not
always have the benefit of a long rehearsal process. To complete projects in a shorter
period, I will need to be more organized in leading the production process. This means using
script analysis to develop a strong vision and organizing principle before production
meetings. This also includes being able to lead the production team in choosing a strong
design metaphor early in the process.
In this process, I learned that if you ask a designer to try something different, it is
necessary to check in with them about the change after it happens. The finalization of
costumes was rushed because I canceled the final dress rehearsal to give the actors a break
before opening week. In doing so, we lost our final opportunity to finalize costumes. During
previews, I asked the costume designer if we could try different options for Trig’s costume in
act two. I felt that the changes worked but I should have checked in with the costume
designer to confirm that we agreed. The costume designer was brave enough to have a
conversation with me about the incident, which gave me an opportunity to learn and grow
from the experience.
If I were to do this process again, I would want to be better at organizing and leading
the design team. One of the design concepts for the world of this play was that it was a
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combination of the present and a Chekhovian time period. I hoped that we could achieve
this through design elements but I’m not sure we were completely successful in reaching
our goal.
It is my opinion that the costume design achieved a more timeless effect. It felt as if
the character’s costumes were influenced by multiple different time periods. There were
characters in clothing from modern, 90’s, 40’s, late 19th century and other time periods but
the concept was originally modern clothing with just a touch of the late 19th century.
Perhaps this could have been different if the first-time costume designer had a mentor in
costume design to lead her. Perhaps this could have been different if I had more clearly
collaborated with the costume designer about her vision. My strengths don’t lie in costume
design and so I wasn’t always able to verbalize what I felt worked and didn’t work about
their choices. It is a challenge to find the balance between pushing my own desires and
expectations and letting a designer follow through with their own personal vision.
The set design was successful in reflecting the concept of a Chekhovian yet modern
world in many ways. The isolated pieces of 19th century furniture contrasted effectively with
the modern kitchen. The design for the stage, on the stage, felt modern to me because of its
color scheme and minimalist style. I wish I had pushed for incorporating the concept of an
ancient stage. I feel that an ancient looking stage could have worked on top of the modern
NIMS stage.
Many ideas were passed around during the production process but not all of them
were seen through. Often the work is about figuring which ideas we should let go of and
which we will continue to pursue. There were some ideas with design that we let go of that I
wish we could have explored. We originally had the vision that we would project an image
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of birch trees on the back curtain. This was inspired by Sorn’s line, “Poor Con. She’s in it
now. Right in the thick of it…Can’t see the edge of the forest in any direction” (Posner, 51). I
wish we had made the time to explore the possibility of projecting trees on the back curtain,
but we never followed through with this idea.
I feel that elements of design were successful in reflecting our organizing principle
for the play: when faced with unrequited love, the heart and mind become untethered from
reality. As Con became more untethered throughout the play the design helped to expose
her journey. In the scene titled “Stupid Fucking Bird”, Con delivers a dead seagull and asks
an endless list of back-to-back questions towards Nina. During the questions a high-pitched
ringing noise began to grow as the lights shifted down and trapped the actors in an isolated
box. Con was losing her grip on reality and the sound and lights helped to heighten the
anxiety of the moment. In act three, Con has become more untethered from reality as she
recklessly holds on to a love that is broken. The ripping apart of the set and the disjointed
shapes scattered across the space helped to reflect Con’s fragile and broken mental state.
Con stayed in her sweatpants and sweatshirt from act two which could be a metaphor for
her inability to change and she added a large trench coat with sunglasses which captured
Con’s rebellious and revolutionary attitude.
Design elements were effective in helping define the meta style of the play.
Chekhov’s large and looming portrait felt like he was always watching, judging, and trapping
the characters in a story they can’t escape. There is a voyeuristic element to Chekhov, the
audience and the actors getting pleasure from watching characters suffer on stage. The live
accordion became another silent voyeur of the story. He was always watching and
sometimes, just like the audience and actors, participating in the story. The use of a live
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accordion was more effective than canned music because the actors and musician worked
together in the moment. The tango music heightened the passionate, sensual, and feelings
of longing in the space between the characters. It seemed as if the accordion player could
have been picked from a Chekhovian world to play old Russian tango music for a modern
audience.
There are many ways in which I can grow as a director in relation to actors. I can
improve my ability to guide actors to find the thing I am looking for without result directing.
I can continue to sharpen my skills and tools to guide actors using verbs, the facts, imagery,
physicality, and questions. I can improve my ability to communicate clearly and concisely. I
am always trying to find the balance between how much to say and when to be quiet and
listen. A director that goes on endless rants or repeats herself does not help the process.
During this production, I learned from the actors in the process of choosing
pronouns for Con. After casting a female actress in a male role, I was very focused on
utilizing pronouns that I felt best represented the character textually. I wanted to use
“they/them” pronouns but the actors playing Con identified as “she/her”. The actors in the
cast were passionately against the usage of “they/them” pronouns because it was an issue
of representation. Their argument was that if I wanted Con to use “they/them” pronouns, I
should have cast an actor who identified that way. I gained an experience that helped me to
understand the importance of representation. I realized that we live in a time when
accurate representation is crucial to the advancement of art.
If I were to do this production again or continue in our process, I would find the time
to develop the comedy and humor in the play. After attending the previews, I realized that
audiences responded differently to humor in the play than I thought they would. Now I
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understand why professional companies might take advantage of a rehearsal period after a
series of previews. I would love to someday work in an environment where we could
rehearse a show after a series of previews. If I had this opportunity with Stupid Fucking Bird,
I would have used it to explore humor. I wish I would have taken the time to explore why
certain jokes were landing and others were not. I would have helped to frame moments of
humor so that the audience could make discoveries and connections of delight. I always felt
the first two scenes had more comic potential. Textually, there were opportunities for
humor, but I felt we were never able to find the right comic timing and delivery. Perhaps the
audience was never quite comfortable or familiar enough with the characters at that point
in the play.
There are many ways in which I feel the actors were successful in performance. They
found moments of honesty and vulnerability. They were rooted in the given circumstances
and invested in the relationships. They were connected to their characters desires, needs,
and wants. They found an arc on their character's journey. They were mostly present in
their bodies. Metatheatre asks that we blur the lines between reality and illusion. I feel that
the actors were successful in blurring the lines between their actor selves and their
characters. Most importantly, I felt that these actors brought love to their relationships and
their character.
It's difficult to tell how the process of working on a production will shape me as an
artist in the future. I think the act of committing to anything so fully and for such a long
period of time will inevitably change a person in some way. The themes of this play forced
me to consider the purpose behind creating theatre and why we tell the stories that we do.
My connection to this script started at a young age, but I had never really considered why
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this story needed to be told and who it was for. This play had me questioning my own sense
of purpose as an artist and the reason I create art. I know that I am a theatre artist
committed to telling stories about real human experiences. Perhaps Posner’s attraction to
The Seagull was like my own: a fascination for complex, flawed and juxtaposed human
beings desperately searching for love and purpose in this world.
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Conclusion
Over the years and through my graduate studies I have developed a suitcase of tools,
methods, and practices that I can use to direct a theatrical production. Every play is
different and brings with it a new set of challenges and opportunities to learn and grow. I
have developed an ability to pay attention to the individual needs of the play, actors, and
production team. The language and methods I use to communicate have been shaped by
the theories of writers like Michael Shurtleff, Liz Lerman, Declan Donnelan, Peter Brook, as
well as the teachers, directors, and other creative mentors in my life. The methods I
researched, and the needs of the play, actors and production team shaped my process of
working on Stupid Fucking Bird. A director’s job is to facilitate the cooperation and growth
between all players in the group. I believe that in the future I will be able to draw from the
sources I know and add to that arsenal of knowledge because I am committed to a continual
process of learning and growth. I am curious to see how what I have learned will shape my
future trajectory as an artist. I will stay curious as I begin a new chapter in my journey
forward.
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Appendix
The invisible work
Tonra’s suggested actor work:
1. Start with the facts. List all of the given circumstances in the play about your
characters. Start with the text. Don’t make judgments or inferences yet. (Job, age,
marital status, etc.)
2. What does my character say about myself? List all of things your character says
about yourself
3. What does my character say about others? List all of things your character says
about other characters in the play.
4. What do other characters say about me? List all of things other characters say about
you.
Now you can start making inferences about your characters.
1. Find what hurt- What is my problem with life?
2. Find what motivates you- What is my dream? Make your super objective specific and
unattainable.
3. Relationships: What kind of relationship is it? What type of love? Love comes in
many forms. The desire for love, to give it or receive it, and preferably both
simultaneously, is the chief propellant in human beings. What is my problem with
the relationship? For the dream to work how must this person change?
4. For each scene explore the following questions. What do I want? How will I get what
I want? What tactics will you use? What are you fighting for? Complete the
following sentence for each scene: “I am fighting for (my scene partner) to (change in
some way) so that I can (get what I want).”
5. What is at stake? In every given moment there is something to be gained and
something to be lost. The
6. What is the moment before? Every scene starts in the middle. You must provide
what comes before. Use your imagination and fill in the blanks. The more interesting
your Moment Before, the more active your scene will be.
7. What is the opposite of your motivation in the scene? Whatever you decide is your
motivation in the scene, the opposite of that is also true and should be in it. In all
humans opposites exist. In all of us there is love & hate, creativity & self destructive
tendencies, etc.
8. What discoveries does your character make? Every scene should contain discoveries,
things that happen for the first time.
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The Moscow Art Theatre’s production of The Seagull
Directed by Konstantin Stanislavski and Vladimir Nemirovich-Danchenko in 1898
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Visual research from the design team
Inspirational photos that helped guide the lighting and set designer:
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Visual research from the design team
Costume Inspiration from the costume designer:
CON

NINA

DEV

SORN
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TRIG

MASH

EMMA
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Production photos from the 2022 UNO Production of Stupid Fucking Bird
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